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INTRODUCTION
There can be few years that have proven to be more surprising than 2016. While many expected the SNP 
to secure another majority, they fell short of the mark and instead opted for minority administration. More 
unexpected though was the resurgence of the Scottish Conservatives, relegating Labour to a distant third 
place. But it was events the following month that were to make the real impact, with the referendum on 
Britain’s membership of the EU delivering a surprising Leave vote and the subsequent departure of David 
Cameron as Prime Minister. Brexit has redefined politics and much of 2017 will be seen through this prism, 
as has already been demonstrated in by-elections south of the border.

The instigation of Brexit negotiations later in March will undoubtedly be a turning point for the UK’s 
relationship with the rest of Europe, but will it also be a turning point in the relationship between Scotland 
and the rest of the UK? The SNP will certainly be hoping so, but there has been little real sign of a shift in 
public thinking about Scottish independence since the 2014 referendum. 

However, 2017 will not be just about Brexit. In May we will have the local government elections. The 
SNP have long cherished the idea of taking Glasgow, which may come a step closer if Labour’s electoral 
misfortune continues. In other areas though we are much more likely to see an array of coalition 
administrations. Will the Scottish Conservatives be able to maintain their momentum from 2016, or will the 
pro-Europe Lib Dems and Greens be the main beneficiaries?

Financing of public services and the state of the Scottish economy will undoubtedly be of critical concern 
to both the Scottish Government and politicians of all parties. Ever-tighter public finances will mean some 
tough decisions, but with a minority government there may be little room for manoeuver. And Brexit may 
have a significant effect on the economy. Can the Government’s drive to increase productivity and secure 
global markets make a real difference, or will the Scottish economy dip in 2017? Few can truly predict, but 
the Scottish Government will want to be seen to be doing all it can to maintain jobs and growth.



SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT YEAR IN REVIEW
With such a big change in the number of MSPs, it was always going to take time for the new MSPs to 
find their feet. What was remarkable though was how quickly many MSPs did find their feet and make a 
significant contribution to the Parliament from the get-go. MSPs such as Gillian Martin MSP, Alex Cole-
Hamilton MSP and Miles Briggs MSP to name but a few were able to adapt to their new circumstances with 
considerable ease.

Overall, the make-up of the Scottish Government was very similar pre and post May 2016. However, early 
plans for the SNP were soon put into disarray with the unexpected loss of the Brexit vote. In many ways 
though, faced with such a challenging and surprising situation, the Scottish Government did well – giving 
statesman like speeches at a time of chaos down in London. Nevertheless, by raising the spectre of a 
second independence referendum right from the start has meant that it has been nigh on impossible to 
secure wider backing of the Opposition parties. This is in danger of becoming the Achilles heel of the 
Scottish Government in their Brexit negotiations. Their aim of being the voice of Scotland in this debate is 
being corroded by the Opposition parties taking issue with the SNP’s stance due to that early statement on 
a second referendum.



For the opposition parties the biggest adjustment was certainly felt by Labour – no longer the official 
opposition, internal strife and already feeling like the SNP tanks were on their lawn, the Party had to quickly 
find both its voice and a clear role. The Party has made some headway, but is still struggling to cope with 
its depleted numbers. The Conservatives have had the opposite problem. While Ruth Davidson ably 
managed to step into the shoes of Opposition leader, her team largely comprised of newbies. Many of 
these new MSPs have brought a refreshing frankness and independence to the Parliament, though it will be 
interesting to see how long that prevails. 

For the Scottish Green Party, the sudden addition of new MSPs and ranking as the Parliament’s fourth party 
has helped give the Party greater profile both in and out of the Parliament. Less changed for the Lib Dems 
– holding their own, with the re-election of former MSP Mike Rumbles and one new addition – but the 
number of MSPs remained the same. For these smaller parties there is the added benefit of having some 
real clout in a minority administration.

There had been concern voiced about the lack of effective committee scrutiny in the previous Parliament. 
Has there been any signs of a sea-change? It is too early to tell. The new Committees, with many new MSPs, 
have taken a while to really get to grips with their subject matter and role. Many of the conveners are new 
and less adept (so far) at really holding Government and wider parties to account, so it has largely been 
thanks to the old hands within the Parliament that the level of scrutiny has been maintained.



LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS
The bulk of Scottish local authorities are either currently controlled by a coalition or a minority 
administration. There are, however, a number of cases where the SNP or Labour have a majority, such  
as in Angus and Dundee (SNP) and Glasgow, North & South Lanarkshire, Renfrewshire and West 
Dunbartonshire (Labour). Independents have full control over the island authorities of Orkney, Shetland 
and the Western Isles.

It is assumed that the SNP will maintain or indeed increase their overall representation, though the 
electoral system makes it difficult for parties to secure a majority. The Scottish Conservatives are also likely 
to increase their representation. Meanwhile, the decline in Labour’s fortunes is expected to continue. The 
Scottish Lib Dems and Greens are unlikely to make significant gains, but may win some marginal gains in a 
few key counties.

Issues vary from local authority to local authority, with no one underlying issue except for finance. However, 
national issues aside, concerns about education, local policing and housing are likely to feature in most 
areas. Building on greenbelt land is likely to be a feature of debate in and around Edinburgh and in 
hotspots such as East Dunbartonshire. 
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Election Battlegrounds 
So which are the ones to watch? Scotland’s cities will be some of the key battlegrounds. City of Edinburgh 
Council has been controlled by the SNP and Labour since 2012, but an increase in SNP and Conservative 
representation would likely mean that the Labour Party are forced out of the administration. Meanwhile 
Glasgow remains firmly in the hands of Labour but a significant change in fortunes for the SNP would 
ensure they take control of the Council for the first time. Other parties have scarcely any representation 
on the Council, though there could be some scope for some of the smaller parties to grow, potentially at 
Labour’s expense. In Aberdeen Labour has formed an anti-SNP coalition, but with economic hardship and 
wider issues, there is no guarantee that the SNP will not re-take control.



KEY GOVERNMENT REFORMS
 
Health remains one of the biggest issues in Scottish politics. The new integrated joint 
boards, combining health and social care are still bedding down, but speculation 
of wider reform to the number of territorial health boards have been quashed. At 
a time when new structures are bedding down, this is no time to be embarking on 
wider reforms. Yet reforms are coming thick and fast. New strategies on mental health, 
obesity and maternity care are waiting in the wings, while other strategies are still 
being implemented. A new GP contract is being finalised along with moves to bring 
GP surgeries, social care and pharmacies closer together. 2017 will therefore be 
another year of change within the NHS and that will undoubtedly keep it high on the 
political agenda.

Schools will be front and centre of the political debate in 2017. Key reforms will 
be going through Parliament which will empower schools. However, following the 
publication of the lacklustre PISA scores in late 2016, much of the focus will be 
around exam performance this summer. Can John Swinney deliver changes to the 
much maligned Curriculum for Excellence and get the teaching profession back on 
side? Beyond the school gate though, Scotland’s universities also face a critical year. 
A relatively poor budget settlement means that they will be even more concerned 
with their financial standing, which is already a focal point for the sector as we head 
towards the initiation of Article 50. Meanwhile Scotland’s colleges will be hoping for 
a quieter year. One of the big beneficiaries of the latest budget, they’ll be hoping to 
avoid another year of strike action and focus on performance and reform.

A new energy strategy is expected in the first quarter of 2017. The strategy will aim 
to balance Scotland’s generation requirements with its carbon targets which are 
expected to be expanded from a 42% reduction in greenhouse gases to 50% by 
2020. Renewables will continue to be the government’s strategic priority as well 
as a focus on energy reduction. Heat and transport will remain a challenge for the 
government due to its limited powers over these sectors, but we can expect further 
measures to boost take-up of low-emission cars and new low emission zones for 
Scotland’s major cities.
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Rail will again be a focus for the Scottish Government as major projects such as 
the electrification of the Edinburgh-Glasgow continue. New services at ScotRail 
will also see expanded capacity on many strategic routes. Amidst this, the 
Scottish Government will consult on its High Level Output Specification for route 
enhancement in Network Rail’s next Control Period out to 2025. The other contentious 
area of policy will be the Air Departures Tax; rates will be set next year which will seek 
to increase the number of direct international air routes from major airports such as 
Edinburgh and Glasgow. We can also expect great fanfare on the expected opening 
of the Queensferry Crossing later in 2017.

The devolution of many welfare services marks a significant change in the powers 
of the Scottish Government.  A consultation on the framework for social security 
concluded in late 2016 and the results will be published later this year. The Cabinet 
secretary has made it clear that this is not the time to create new social security 
benefits, but rather to increase update of the existing benefits. We can expect 2017 
to be a year of transition. The new Scottish Social Security Agency will be established 
and in advance of the full devolution of employability powers, the Scottish 
Government has announced the creation of Work First Scotland for those with a 
disability or health condition and Work Able Scotland for those who are at risk of long 
term unemployment. Will these new structures create significant change? It is unlikely 
that we’ll see any immediate results.
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GRAYLING’S BREXIT UNIT
With offices across the world, the largest wholly owned Public Affairs network across Europe, as well as 
our Brussels-London axis, Grayling’s team of multilingual political consultants are ideally placed to help 
businesses understand the policy challenges and business opportunities that lie ahead as the United 
Kingdom prepares to leave the European Union.

Regardless of whether you are based in the UK, the rest of Europe, or in a non-European country, you  
will need informed advice, tailored to your needs and issues, which offers genuine insights into how 
Brexit will impact your bottom line.

Our Grayling Brexit Unit (GBU) brings together the very best consultants from across the Grayling 
network and includes those who have direct experience of working alongside the leading political 
figures charged with negotiating Brexit in London and Brussels.

The GBU is here to support, guide and inform your business by identifying how Brexit will impact the 
political dynamics in both London and Brussels.

If you would like to find out more, please check out our GBU brochure or contact  
Matthew.Revett@grayling.com or GBU@grayling.com. 

mailto:Matthew.Revett@grayling.com
mailto:GBU@grayling.com


SOCIAL MEDIA FOCUS: MOST FOLLOWERS
The following analysis shows who’s topping the MSP Twitter polls by the number of followers for each 
political party:

@NicolaSturgeon
Nicola Sturgeon [106k]

@patrickharvie
Patrick Harvie [36.8k]

@jimmurphymp
Jim Murphy [28.8k]

@JohnSwinney
John Swinney [23.9k]

@RuthDavidsonMSP
Ruth Davidson [14.8k]

@StewartHosieMP
Stewart Hosie MP [9.8k]

@kdugdalemsp
Kezia Dugdale [9.7k]

@acarmichaelmp
Alistair Carmichael MP [6k]

@willie_rennie
Willie Rennie [5.39k]

Wings Over Scotland
[36.8k]

Bella Caledonia
[30.3k]

News On Scotland
[15.9k]

What Scotland Thinks
[4.8k]

Labour Hame
[1.9k]

Better Nation
[1.78k]

@NicolaSturgeon 
Nicola Sturgeon

486K

@HumzaYousaf 
Humza Yousaf

52.4K

@JohnSwinney
John Swinney

44.6K

@kezdugdale  
Kezia Dugdale

42.3K

@AnasSarwar 
Anas Sarwar

14.2K

@JohannLamont 
Johann Lamont

14.1K

@PatrickHarvie 
Patrick Harvie

59.3K

@AndyWightman 
Andy Wightman

16.4K
 

@JohnFinnieHI 
John Finnie

9,445

@Willie_Rennie
Willie Rennie

14.1K

@TavishScott 
Tavish Scott

4,259
 

@AGColeHamilton 
Alex-Cole Hamilton

2,620

@RuthDavidsonMSP 
Ruth Davidson

79.1K

@ProfTomkins 
Adam Tomkins

10K

@Murdo_Fraser 
Murdo Fraser

9,365
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